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Chapter 2946 
As soon as Jin Sha stretched out his hand, Yuan Bao understood instantly, and 

hurriedly handed over the jade token in his hand! 

You can still live by doing this, but if you let them grab it by hand, I’m afraid 

they will die! 

Seeing Yuan Bao handing over the jade token so honestly, Jin Sha didn’t make 

things difficult for him, but took the jade token and gently pressed it into the 

gap in the gate! 

The jade plaque fit perfectly with the gate, followed by a burst of tremors, and 

the treasure gate began to emit golden light! 

Seeing this, everyone hid far away, no one knew if there was a hidden weapon 

behind this gate! 

After a brief shock, the gate slowly opened, and with the opening of the gate, 

a burst of heat surged out from the treasure land! 

Originally, this place in the extreme north was extremely cold. These monks 

need to use spiritual power to protect their bodies in order to stay in this kind 

of weather! 

If ordinary people came here, it would probably not be long before they 

would be frozen to death! 



Feeling this warm current, everyone was surprised, and their bodies were also 

very comfortable! 

“There is something in this treasure land, there is heat gushing out.” 

Jin Sha looked at the treasure land from a distance, and did not enter rashly! 

“Whatever he has, let’s go in and have a look first. It’s just an ancient body 

training treasure, how dangerous it can be.” 

Mu Sha said, and walked in directly! 

Soon, several people from the Five Elements Heavenly Demon walked in, and 

the other monks followed after seeing this, but the Five Elements Heavenly 

Demon did not stop them! 

Yuan Bao hesitated for a while, and finally gritted his teeth and walked into 

the treasure land! 

And just after Yuan Bao entered, more than a dozen people with hidden auras 

appeared at the entrance of the treasure land! 

After looking at the entrance, these people followed directly in! 

……………… 

Gao family! 

Gao Qisheng went back angrily. 

Seeing Gao Qisheng like that, Gao Qiqiang asked, “Why are you so angry, 

what happened?” 

“Brother, we found the treasure land.” 

Gao Qisheng said! 



“Oh!” Gao Qiqiang nodded, not very excited, but continued to ask, “Since you 

found it, why did you come back?” “It was the 

people from the Demon League. They forcibly asked for the key to the 

treasure, and then entered the treasure.” 

” We fought at first glance, but they were too strong, and we lost.” 

“Brother, where is the elder? I want to bring more people, and I must abolish 

the members of the Sealing Demon League. This is our It’s not the time for the 

Fengmomeng to show off its power in the Gao family’s territory.” 

Gao Qisheng was not convinced, and wanted to bring more people to get 

back his face! 

Gao Qiqiang looked at Gao Qisheng coldly, frowned slightly and said, “Can 

you grow your brains in the future, don’t fight and play with women all day 

long…” “ 

You stay at home for me, and when Mr. Chen recovers, You are taking him 

away.” 

“Mr. Chen? What Mr. Chen?” 

Gao Qisheng looked confused, he had never seen his brother address 

someone so respectfully! 

“The two girls you transferred are Mr. Chen’s friends. If Xiaolan hadn’t stopped 

you in time, you would have caused great disaster to our Gao family.” “ 

When Mr. Chen wakes up from cultivation, you have to be honest with me .” 

Acknowledge your mistakes and apologize, and be sincere.” 

“It’s also young, you look at him, you look at you…” 

Gao Qiqiang scolded Gao Qiqiang! 



Although Gao Qisheng was dissatisfied, he didn’t dare to show it in front of 

Gao Qiqiang, so he could only nod his head and say, “Got it…” 

“Go, practice hard by yourself. Look at your current strength. The speed of 

cultivation is not as fast as that of a snail. You have wasted so many 

resources.” 

Gao Qiqiang waved his hand! 

Gao Qisheng didn’t speak, and left with a displeasure on his face! 

Chapter 2947 
A garden in the Gao family! 

David let out a deep breath, and slowly opened his eyes! 

“I’ve finished absorbing the Ice Soul Fragments, and the next step is the Sky 

Thunder Fruit…” 

David can say that the speed of absorbing the Ice Soul Fragments is faster 

than anyone else, but David still feels that it is too slow! 

He feels that his strength is too weak now, and he is eager to improve as soon 

as possible! 

But every time he improves a small realm, the resources he needs are 

hundreds of times and thousands of times that of others, which makes David 

very distressed! 

Although his body is very strong, everyone is envious! 

But the resources needed for this body training are also something that David 

is very distressed about! 



If you only rely on absorbing the aura of heaven and earth to practice now, 

you may not be able to improve a small realm in the year of the monkey! 

David glanced around, and found that Huofeng and Yu Jiameng were still 

practicing, and this Thunder Fruit would probably allow them to practice for 

ten or eight days! 

It’s just that how many realms this Ke Tianleiguo can make them break 

through depends on their respective talents! 

The fire phoenix should break through many realms. After all, the fire phoenix 

is originally a divine beast in the world of heaven and man, but it was just 

thrown into the secular world, causing its strength to decline! 

So Huofeng is trying to improve her strength, and it should be fast! 

“I don’t know if the Sky Thunder Fruit at this moment can let me break 

through to the fourth rank of the Composite Realm…” 

David was very disturbed in his heart! 

If he can break through the strength of the fourth grade of Dao Fusion Realm 

and see Linglong again, David will not have to run away in embarrassment, 

and he can fight with Linglong! 

With a thought in his mind, David took out the Sky Thunder Fruit! 

In fact, he could absorb all three Sky Thunder Fruits by himself, but in that 

way, it would be difficult for Huofeng and Yu Jiameng to increase their 

strength! 

In a place like the world of heaven and man, where there are many dangers 

everywhere, the strength of Huofeng and Yu Jiameng is very dangerous! 

A random little monk would probably be able to defeat them! 



It is impossible for David to protect the two people all the time, so in order to 

avoid the danger of the two, David decided to let the two absorb the Tianlei 

fruit to improve their strength! 

David looked at the Sky Thunder Fruit in his hand, on the Sky Thunder Fruit, 

arcs of lightning jumped around, and he could feel the bursts of thunder in 

the Sky Thunder Fruit! 

David glanced at it, grabbed it and bit it down! 

If someone saw David eating the Sky Thunder Fruit like this at this time, they 

would probably be stunned. 

Sky Thunder Fruit is a kind of resource, which needs to be slowly refined and 

absorbed. If David eats it like this, it is estimated that many people’s bodies 

will not be able to bear it, and they will explode and die immediately! 

Huofeng and Yu Jiameng had absorbed it for so long, Lei Guo was only a little 

younger that day! 

David didn’t want to waste time, and he had absolute confidence in his 

cultivation skills and body, so he ate the Sky Thunder Fruit like this! 

If the Thunder Eagle King saw that David ate his Sky Thunder Fruit as an apple, 

he would probably go mad! 

After David ate the whole Sky Thunder Fruit. 

boom! 

David only felt his head explode, and his body was involuntarily filled with the 

power of thunder and lightning! 

David looked at the power of thunder and lightning continuously emitted 

from his hands, and the arcs of light were like lightning. 



And above the courtyard where David lived, suddenly thunder and lightning 

rang out! 

This vision attracted many Gao family members to watch! 

“What’s going on here? How did the power of lightning appear here?” 

“That’s right, I haven’t seen such a scene for many years!” 

“I’ve only seen snowy weather, and I’ve never seen it like this before. It’s really 

beautiful…” 

Many Gao family members discussed the vision in mid-air! 

And Gao Qiqiang also walked out of the room, seeing the roar of thunder and 

lightning in mid-air, he couldn’t help being stunned, “This guy, did he swallow 

the whole sky thunder fruit?” 

Chapter 2948 
Gao Qiqiang didn’t know, his guess was too correct, David just ate the thunder 

fruit that day, not absorbed and refined it little by little! 

“I don’t know, with the help of the Thunder Fruit, can I open my original 

space?” 

After David knew the original breath, he really wanted to have his own original 

space, and then he could feel the original breath! 

It’s just that David is only in the physical body state, and it may not be so easy 

to understand the original space! 

The cultivators in the Tribulation Realm can comprehend the original space, 

and they are all rare and talented existences! 



If David can comprehend the original space in the combined state, then he is 

probably a genius among geniuses! 

David calmed down and felt the thunder and lightning possessed by 

Tianleiguo in his body. It would be the best if he could feel the original space 

of Tao! 

If you can’t understand it, then continue to absorb the training without any 

delay! 

But David sank into the Sea of Consciousness, and stared at the Da Luo Jindian 

in the sea of consciousness. He hoped that the Da Luo Jindian could be 

activated suddenly, so that he could realize the original space! 

But no matter how hard David tried, he couldn’t realize it, and the Da Luo 

Jindian was not activated either! 

“Maybe my cultivation base is too low, so I can’t comprehend it…” 

David saw that he couldn’t comprehend it, so he could only start to practice, 

break through the third rank of the Composite Realm, and see if he could 

reach the strength of the fourth rank of the Composite Realm! 

The power of thunder and lightning was continuously refined by David’s 

Concentration Art! 

Along with David’s continuous refinement of the thunder and lightning power 

of the Sky Thunder Fruit, in the middle of the courtyard, apart from the roar of 

thunder and lightning, clouds began to gather quickly! 

In an instant, overcast clouds filled the sky, thunder and lightning resounded 

continuously, and the entire Gao family seemed to shake, and in the clouds, 

arcs of electricity shuttled through it, as if something was brewing! 

“What’s the situation? Is there a sneak attack by a magician?” 



“It’s too scary. There can’t be demons, right?” 

“This is a thunder tribulation, someone is about to break through…” “ 

Who? Whoever breaks through will have this kind of appearance of a thunder 

calamity? Could it be the head of the family?” 

Everyone in the Gao family They all said in shock! 

And Gao Qisheng was in a bad mood after being told by Gao Qiqiang, so in 

his yard, he drank every day to relieve his worries! 

But when he saw the terrifying thunder cloud over Gao’s house, his face was 

also full of shock! 

“Big Brother, is it that Big Brother is going to break through?” 

Gao Qisheng didn’t know who was going to break through, and there would 

be such a terrifying thunder cloud! 

Gao Qisheng hurriedly ran towards Gao Qiqiang’s courtyard. If Gao Qiqiang 

broke through, it would be a great joy. Gao Qiqiang has not broken through 

for many years! 

“Brother, is my brother breaking through…” 

Gao Qisheng ran to Gao Qiqiang’s courtyard and shouted excitedly! 

But just after shouting twice, I saw Gao Qiqiang walking out of the room! 

Seeing that Gao Qiqiang did not make a breakthrough, Gao Qisheng was 

stunned for a moment, “Brother, who in our Gao family is making a 

breakthrough? What made such a big commotion?” Gao Qiqiang 

glanced at Lei Jieyun, and slowly said, “Mr. Chen is making a breakthrough…” 



” Mr. Chen? What kind of realm is this guy? Breaking through and making 

such a big commotion, could it be that he broke through the state of 

integration and reached the state of transcending tribulation?” 

Gao Qisheng asked puzzled! Gao Qiqiang shook his head, “He’s only at the 

third level of the Body Fitting Realm, and he should be breaking through to 

the fourth level 

now…” “ 

What?” 

, how could such a thundercloud appear, it is impossible…” 

Gao Qisheng couldn’t do it at all, a breakthrough in a small realm made such a 

big commotion! 

“Hmph, believe it or not, if you can’t do it yourself, don’t think that other 

people are like you.” “Don’t think 

I don’t know, you drink all day long and don’t practice…” 

Gao Qiqiang glared at Gao Qisheng and said! 

Seeing this, Gao Qisheng was so frightened that he left in despair! 

Chapter 2949 
Just after Gao Qisheng left, Gao Qiqiang looked at the Lei Jieyun formed by 

David, his eyes became more and more puzzled! 

“What a strange Lei Jieyun, could it be…” 

Suddenly, Gao Qiqiang’s eyes burst out with brilliant light! 



“Great Elder…” 

Gao Qiqiang shouted loudly! 

The Great Elder quickly approached Gao Qiqiang, and said nervously, 

“Patriarch, what are your orders?” The 

Great Elder had never seen Gao Qiqiang so excited before! 

“Notify everyone in the Gao family, immediately get out of the room and bring 

it to the yard, chance, great chance…” 

Gao Qiqiang’s excited body was trembling slightly! 

The Great Elder looked confused at this moment, and asked in a low voice, 

“Patriarch, what chance do you have ? 

” Soon, the Great Elder asked everyone in the Gao family to leave the room 

and stand in the courtyard! And Gao Qisheng was no exception, he was still 

reluctantly nagging, “Is the elder brother crazy, why can’t he stay in the room 

if he is so good? He also said that there is a big opportunity, where is the big 

opportunity?” Not only Gao Qisheng , Even the rest of the Gao family were 

talking about it, not knowing what happened to Gao Qiqiang, let alone where 

the big opportunity was! Just as everyone was discussing, there was a sudden 

explosion! Rumbling… The long-awaited Lei Jieyun finally burst out the first 

thunder! The sky thunder was surrounded by lightning, and it struck David’s 

courtyard fiercely in an instant! Seeing this lightning calamity, everyone’s heart 

trembled slightly! 

And when David was struck by the first thunderbolt, his eyes suddenly 

opened, and his whole body instantly rose into the air, his body suspended in 

mid-air! 

Lei Jie struck David fiercely, and in an instant, golden light flashed all around 

David! 



Immediately afterwards, the second thunder disaster also came in an instant, 

without giving David any chance to breathe! 

This lightning calamity instantly shattered all of David’s clothes, and a layer of 

golden scales covered David’s whole body! 

The unbreakable golden body was activated, and David knew how many 

thunder calamities were ahead! 

If he can’t carry it down, all previous efforts will be wasted. Not only will his 

strength not increase, but he may be injured and his strength will go 

backwards! 

A series of thunder calamities hit David’s body uninterruptedly, and the power 

became more and more powerful! 

And David was floating in midair, without the slightest fear in his eyes! 

“This… is this outrageous? How many thunder calamities are there?” 

“Ninth thunder calamity, I counted it, this is the ninth thunder calamity!” 

“My god, the ninth thunder calamity, Even if he is a cultivator in the Tribulation 

Realm, he might not be able to handle it, this guy is too perverted.” Everyone 

in the 

Gao family discussed and envied David’s powerful body at the same time! 

Gao Qisheng, who originally looked down on David at all, looked up at David 

at this moment, seeing David being bombarded by thunder and calamity, he 

did not waver in the slightest, and there was a look of admiration in his eyes! 

Gao Qiqiang had a smile on his face, and quietly looked at David in midair! 

“There is one more, and the last thunder disaster, I believe you can resist…” 



Gao Qiqiang muttered to himself! 

Just after Gao Qiqiang’s words fell, the tenth thunder rang out, and the 

thunder and lightning hit David fiercely like a bucket! 

This time, David’s body kept shaking in mid-air! 

Everyone opened their mouths wide, their faces full of disbelief! 

Ten lightning tribulations, this is too perverted! 

Especially the last thunder calamity, the thunder and lightning as thick as a 

bucket, I am afraid that everyone present could not bear it, and would 

definitely be wiped out by the bombardment! 

But David resisted. Although David’s body was shaking constantly, he still 

managed to withstand the last thunderstorm! 

 


